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(*) Excludes pressure tanks due to
the statutory requirements of the
Pressure Equipment & Systems
Regulations - please enquire.
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25 Year Guarantee

Quality Stainless Steel

Speidel tanks are guaranteed for 25
years* and drink producers who use
them know why. There are many
reasons why Speidel guarantee their
tanks for so long. Read on for the
top reasons ...

Made from high quality, fully
certi ed Outokumpu stainless steel.
The stainless steel on Speidel tanks
is generally thicker than the steel
found on cheaper brands of tank.
Tank walls/bottom: AISI 304; top
AISI 316, as standard. AISI 316
throughout is available on request.

Global leader of stainless steel
production, founded in 1910;
acquired ThyssenKrupp in 2012

Made in Germany

Minimal Air Vent/Top Design

Speidel has been manufacturing
tanks in for over 100 years. All their
tanks are manufactured to their
exacting standards in their factory
in Ofterdingen, Germany.

The vent is positioned at the front of
the tank for easy access and visibility.
The top panel is made from higher
grade AISI 316 stainless steel and is
designed to ensure a full tank has a
very small air contact area.

Very Easy Clean Inner Surfaces

One-piece Top & Bottom Panels

Highly polished, mirror nish (llld
2R), smooth-as-glass inner surfaces
mean easy cleaning, which can
reduce chemical costs and labour
costs. The smooth nish also means
there is no key for tartrate crystal
formation.

The top and bottom panels are made
from one-piece of moulded stainless
steel, avoiding the dirt-traps
associated with welded conical
plates. The V channel extends from
beyond the centre of the tank to
ensure complete venting and total
draining.

Renowned Welds

Strong Legs/Stability

Speidel s laser-welds are smooth
(never welded then ground down/
polished) and continuous, minimising
dirt-traps and tartrate crystal
formation.

To ensure stability, Speidel tanks
have strong, wide, welded stainless
steel legs; and Speidel large
capacity tanks have fully enclosed
legs and dished bottoms.

Seamless Door Opening

Total Drain Outlet

The manway opening is seamless
(moulded from tank wall), so there
are no welds, minimising dirttraps. Supplied with Speidel
manufactured seamless doors for a
secure closure.

The V channel and bottom outlet is
seamless (minimising dirt-traps) and
provides direct access at the front of
tank. It extends from beyond the
centre of the tank to ensure total
draining.

Heating/cooling Jackets

Fill Level

The external heating/cooling laserwelded jackets are available in
multiple positions for effective
temperature control. They are
pressure resistant up to 6 bar.

The ll level sight glass has an
isolating valve and drain, and is
protected by a metal strip with a
litre scale.

